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Urban Vibes

Perfectly suited for the hustle and 
grind of urban life.

The time has come to create your own groove. Days in the city 

overflow with rhythm. Only a car that stays ahead of the groove can 

bring out your full potential. Explore your potential in every note of 

the urban grooves. Venue will create new experiences for you and 

revitalize urban life. Introducing the first-ever Venue, an urban utility 

vehicle with a larger-than-life personality and style to match.
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Amidst peaceful moments with friends during the day, and 

all the excitement of meeting new people at night, Venue 

enriches every aspect of your daily experience. Spend more 

time with your Venue.

Color the city 
with your own variety of colors.
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Lenticular lens featured Rear lamp

Proudly, have confidence in yourself.

Cascading grille and twin headlight design

17-inch Alloy wheel

Venue’s bold cascading grille flaunts a traditional SUV image. 

Iconic design elements ensure the vehicle bridges the fine line between stylish and sporty.
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You're special and 
you know it.

Exuding uniqueness in a dynamic urban city full of 

excitement, you always deserve respect. A two-toned 

Venue arrests everyone’s attention and establishes 

a formidable presence. 

Front bumper
Side ganisch

Outside mirror 
Rear bumper

Fender ganisch
Roof
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Connect the city 
with your own.
An openness-focused horizontal layout blends in with iconic design elements to form a unique interior 

space. Venue’s advanced infotainment system offers greater user convenience by supporting phone 

connectivity (Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™) for intuitive operation of the most commonly used 

smartphone functions. 

Phone connectivity
The main features of your smartphone are shown and controllable on the interior display. 
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8-inch Color LCD
H-VAC control

3.5-inch Mono TFT-LCD Cluster
Rear View Monitor (RVM)

Wake up all your senses.

Venue introduces advanced technologies that enhance driver confidence and convenience to stay ahead of the competition. 

Venue’s advanced infotainment system features an 8-inch Display Audio touchscreen system and rearview monitor. 

The multi-dimensional and sporty instrument cluster makes information easily visible while the three-dial air-conditioning 

controller offers easy and intuitive control—theses iconic design elements come together to create a unique image.
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Moving on,
riding your wave.

The SUV’s appealing interior space and comfortable cabin 

provide adequate space for the versatile urban commuter. 

Venue comes standard with a 60/40 split flat folding backseat 

to maximize utility for those trips to the farmer’s market or when 

transporting musical instruments. In addition, a two-stage 

luggage board and covering shelf allow for storage that matches 

your lifestyle. With a covering shelf that can be inserted in the 

rear of the backseat, the trunk is designed to store tall objects as 

well as large-volume luggage.

60:40 Spilt Flat Folding Back Seats
Fold down the seats in a 60:40 ratio to ensure interior space suits your individual cargo needs.
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Drive mode / 
2WD Multi traction control

An advanced driving characteristic control system 

that provides an intuitive interface via a pop-up screen 

of the currently selected mode on the cluster screen 

when the mode is changed. 

Three drive modes and three 2WD traction modes can 

be intuitively selected through a single jog dial.

Drive mode     SPORT, ECO, NORMAL
2WD Multi traction control     SNOW, MUD, SAND

Automatic Transmission Manual Transmission

123 PS/6,300rpm
Max. Power 15.4 kgf·m/4,850rpm

Max. Torque

Gamma 1.6 MPI

Venue achieves soft riding comfort, sporty handling performance and superior fuel. 

Also, no matter the road conditions, the sophisticated 2WD Multi Traction Control 

ensures Venue maintains optimal driving performance and provides a relaxing 

experience during urban driving adventures.

Fill the whole time 
with joy.
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6-airbag system

Make sure you 
Keep your rhythm.
Venue’s safety has been technologically enhanced. Its high-tech airbag system detects 

the presence of passengers and the degree of collision severity comprehensively to 

deploy airbags in a collision, and its Advanced Driver Assistance System helps prevent 

accidents.
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Features

Rear Wiper and Washer Luggage compartment illuminationHead lamps & LED DRL

Steering wheel audio Remote control

3.8″ Standard Audio SystemHeated Steering wheel Floating-type 8″ LCD Touch Screen Open tray8″ Display Audio System

3.5" Mono TFT-LCD ClusterLED Outside Mirror Repeaters LED rear combination lamp

Reverse Parking DistanceWarning(PDW)

Safety power window(Driver’s door) Seatback pocket Push button start system and smart key 
system

ISOFIXDual Level Luggage Board

17˝alloy wheel15˝alloy wheel15˝steel wheel

Power Sunroof

Roof rack
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Specifications

Overall Height
(*with roof rack)

1,585 (1,610)

1,535
1,770

1,546
1,770

2,520
4,040

Unit: mm, Track measurements are based on 205/55R17 tires.

Wheel Tread 
Overall Width

Wheel Tread 
Overall Width

WheelBase
Overall Length

Exterior colors

● Above values are based on internal testing results and are subject to change after final validation.
● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.  
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.

Type Gasoline 1.6

Engine type Gamma 1.6 MPi

Displacement (cc) 1,591

Max. Power (ps / rpm) 123/6,300

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm) 15.4/4,850

Brakes

Front Ventilated Disc

Rear Drum/Solid Disc

Suspension

Front McPherson STRUT

Rear CTBA

Tire

185/65R15, 205/55R17

Dimensions

Head room (mm) 1st row / 2nd row 1,000 / 980

Leg room (mm) 1st row / 2nd row 1,050 / 870

Shoulder room (mm) 1st row / 2nd row 1,370 / 1,365

Polar White Typhoon Silver Galactic Gray Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Exotic Green Acid Yellow Lava Orange Fiery RedPhantom Black

Interior colors
Black One-tone Interior(GL)

Black One-tone Interior(TOP)

Black One-tone Interior(GLS)

Gray Two-tone Interior(TOP)

Gray Two-tone Interior(GLS)

Meteor Blue Two-tone Interior(TOP)
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